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« Créer, c’est aussi donner une forme à son destin. » Albert Camus 
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Professional situation: free 
 
 
Geneva, le March, 2 friday 2022. 
 
I am actively looking for a position in a company with a dynamic enterprising leadership and a 
pleasant atmosphere in which I could bring my experience as graphic designer, community 
manager and print/digital communication coordinator. 
 
A company with great cohesiveness between colleagues is a company that thrives with a good 
quality of work. 
 
After studying civil engineering, passionate about graphic arts, I chose this path at 32 years old 
and I don't regret it. I have accumulated the diplomas to be always up to date. 
 
I trained as graphic designer and worked for 15 years in publishing houses and printing houses 
with a passion for design creation, graphics and typography. I ended up as prepress manager. 
 
Afterwards, I turned to web design, then to expertise in communication, marketing, print and 
digital (community management, creation and management of websites, social network 
campaigns, e-mailing, etc.). 
 
In your company, through my training as a graphic designer and photo retouching, I will 
be able to carry out all communication-marketing work from strategy to production 
personally without going through an external agent. All projects will be internalized and 
managed simultaneously to produce the expected results in the shortest possible time. 
 
Free immediately, I will be delighted to be able to meet you and thus expose my various works 
and positions occupied. 
 
In the meanwhile, please accept, dear Madam, the expression of my best regards. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
 
References : 
Stéphanie Vonlanthen, CFO et ancienne CEO de l'entreprise SRO-Kundig = +41 (0)79 901 52 13 
Jean-Michel Mayeur, Responsable de production, Atar Roto Presse SA = 6 81 90 02 46(0)+33  
Gilles Desplanches, PDG du Groupe Desplanches = +41 (0)79 628 52 69 
Massimo Mannino, calculateur dans l’entreprise baudat-favj = +41 (0)79 374 36 30 
Frederic Sierro, Chef du centre d’impression Uni Mail = +41 (0)79 658 40 66  
Célia Lamothe, HR manager SOLEVO = +41 (0)79 899 84 22 


